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Commissioner Moedas “New Start for
Europe”
“Open innovation is about involving far
more actors in the innovation process,
from researchers to entrepreneurs, to
users, to governments and civil society. We
need open innovation to capitalise on the
results of European research and
innovation. This means creating the right
ecosystems, increasing investment, and
bringing more companies, regions and
people into the knowledge economy”.

How would you
improve
the lives of a billion
people?

Von Hippel: 70% of innovations come
from the markets and customers.

Harmaakorpi: Science and
technology driven innovation
4% and

Practice based
innovation
96%
Empowering everyone to
innovate!

“SCIENCE WITH AND FOR SOCIETY” H2020
The EU needs Human beings capable of independent thinking,
creativity, insight, and innovation, because every benefit in our
society is a direct result of independent thinking, very often in
the form of scientific activity.
An effective dialogue between science innovation and society
allows citizens to have enough knowledge to form opinions, give
ideas, make contributions (crowdsourcing), and take rational
and informed decisions on scientific and technical issues of
social importance, and then, more fully participate in the
democratic processes of an increasingly scientific and
technological society (The Democratic Society, 2016).
Then, Open Science certainly also contributes to make societies
more democratic.

Horizon 2020 regulations include a
specific objective:
“Science with and for society,” which aims to
build effective cooperation between science and
society, in order to recruit new talent for
science and to pair scientific excellence with
social awareness and responsibility. (Science
with and for Society Advisory Group, 2016)

The year is 2030 ‐ The Lab
“Open Science has become a reality and is
offering a whole range of new, unlimited
opportunities for research and discovery
worldwide. Scientists, citizens, publishers,
research institutions, public and private
research funders, students and education
professionals as well as companies from
around the globe are sharing an open,
virtual environment, called The Lab.”

WE ARE WITH THE
EC’S 3OS STRATEGY

Open Science Policy Platform – goals
1. Catalyse the transition towards Open
Science

Advance Open Science in order to radically increase
the quality and impact of European science

2. Identify the issues

Open Science
• A systemic change in the modus
operandi of science and research

Work along the 8 priorities of the Open Science Agenda
Harvest & connect what's happening ' outside' (RDA,
MS, G7,..)

Make use of the expert groups, network, outside
expertise, best practices, …
Set up/work on new ideas (Right of initiative)

• Affecting the whole research cycle and
its stakeholders

3. Connect the issues

Have an overarching view

• Commissioner Carlos Moedas
Open Science Presidency Conference
Amsterdam, 4 April 2016
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Michael Mabe
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Natalia Manola
OpenAIRE
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Young European Research Universities Network (YERUN),
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Open Access Scholarly Publishers Association (OASPA)
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European Physical Society (EPS)
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European Citizen Science Association (ECSA)
John
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EC Open Science Agenda – 8 key issues

Researchers, institutions and
funders:
1. Reward systems
2. Research integrity
3. Citizen Science
4. Open education and
skills

The use & management of research
results and data
1. Measuring quality and impact:
altmetrics
2. Future of scholarly publishing
3. FAIR

(findable, accessible, interoperable and

re-usable)

open data

4. Open Science Cloud (EOSC)

“OI2 gaining momentum thanks to new large‐scale trends such
as digitalisation with new cross‐sector value chains and
infrastructures”

Innovation as the outcome of a complex co‐creation
process involving knowledge flows across the entire
economic and social environment.

The concept of Open Innovation is constantly evolving and is
moving from linear, bilateral transactions and collaborations
towards dynamic, networked, multi‐collaborative innovation
ecosystems
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Open Innovation
Open Innovation is an important component of the
foreseen European Innovation System, where all
stakeholders need to be involved and create seamless
interaction and mash‐up for ideas in innovation
ecosystems

Open Innovation 2.0 (OI2) where
government, industry, academia and civil
participants work together to co‐create the future
and drive structural changes far beyond the scope
of what any one organization or person could do
alone.
http://ec.europa.eu/digital‐agenda/open‐innovation‐20#Article

The commission's three pillar of action
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Collaborative RDI projects as living laboratories or “orchestration
tables” building new meanings and creating shared value
Institutional
environment

Strategic
environment

Business
environment

professional development

Execution
enviroment

Design
environment

Personal
meanings

orchestration
table

Political
guidelines

Enablers

Ikonen & Hirvikoski, 2009

Utilizer

licenses, franchiser, spin‐offs

Developer

User

With EC and National Funds Laurea develops and uses
Human Centric Service Design & Open Innovation,
Experimentation and Living Labs approaches to support
companies, public players and civic society

DOB

INACHUS

Cpex
Evaluation

BELT

TALSINKI

CoCo Tool Kit

Co-created
healthier
Uusimaa

IEER

IDeALL

ROSERobotic

KaTuMetro

mHealth
Booster

BarLaurea

Silver Stories

ZET

Teknologialainaam Caring and
Sharing
o
Networks

HoivaDigi

USCO

KYKY

EUCISE2020

POLKU

COPE

Hyvinkää
simulated
hospital

WeLive

IECEU
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Cities, health care
centers, and
schools
as open
development and
experimentation
platforms

Clients
Higher Education Institutions
Research institutions
Other departments at the
City of Helsinki
City of Helsinki Economic Development,
Helsinki Business Hub & HCH,
V
Forum Virium
Helsinki

Future wellbeing
and health services
as an

Experimentation
and Piloting
Platform

3rd sector

Companies

Helsinki social services and health care

Hirvikoski, T., Lehto, P. ja Äyväri, A. (2016). Sosiaali‐, terveys‐
ja hyvinvointipalveluiden kehittämis‐ ja kokeilualusta
Kalasataman terveys‐ ja hyvinvointikeskuksen kontekstissa.
Raportti Helsingin kaupungin ja Helsinki Business Hubin
toimeksiannosta.

Mediator team as an enabler:
Brokering, bridging,
curating, interpreting, organizing, messaging, reflecting,
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Citizen science
Open Science also aims to encourage the
inclusion of non‐institutional participants, in
other words the general public, in the scientific
process. Citizen science is “scientific work
undertaken by members of the general public,
often in collaboration with or under the
direction of professional scientists
and scientific institutions.”
22

What is citizen science?
• Many aspects of open science are about new ways that
researchers interact with one another and share
information. Another important feature of open science
relates to how the public is taking a more active role in
science – ‘citizen science’.
• Citizen science is both an aim and enabler of open
science. It can refer to citizens ‘doing science’, for example,
through crowdsourcing. Or it can mean greater
understanding of science by the public made possible
through greater access to information about the research
process such as the ability to use open research data or
download open access journal articles. Citizen science can
refer to the ability of the public to understand science and
engage with scientists, through more ‘open’
communication in the form of blogs and social media. The
public is also engaging in policy‐making through, for
example, agenda‐setting for research systems.

Case Studies | Citizen Science
• Foldit
An online game enabling players to contribute to scientific
research by solving puzzles
• Geo‐Wiki
An online platform for engaging citizens in environmental
monitoring
• Research Excellence Framework
REF assesses the wider societal benefits of academic
research occurring in the UK
• Zooniverse
A public web portal where people from around the world
can assist professional researchers with scientific projects

Drivers and barriers of open science
• Many factors can be involved in promoting or inhibiting
open science, from awareness of open science among
researchers to the availability of infrastructure, training
and career incentives.
• Values and norms in science
• Social and environmental factors
• Policies and rules
• Costs and funding
• Technology and Infrastructure
• The factors were identified on the basis of results from an
online consultation conducted as part of the
development of this monitor and a review of recent
articles and reports on open science. Some factors may
be more relevant for some disciplines or research
environments, depending on the degree to which open
science practices have already been established.

Citizen Science
• Citizens offering spare brain power via citizen science:
Citizen labs, DIY Science, re‐direct research agendas and
business models
• The on‐going evolution in the modus operandi of doing
research and organising science
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Open science represents an
approach to research that is
collaborative, transparent and
accessible. Open science
occurs across the research
process and there are many
different activities that can be
considered part of this
evolution in science. The open
science monitor tracks trends
in areas that have consistent
and reliable data.

http://ec.europa.eu/researc
h/openscience/index.cfm?p
g=drivers&section=monitor

https://www.helsinkismart.fi/smart‐citizen/
RIS3
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Benefits to multiple stakeholders
Enhancing innovation by new means
Benefiting contexts; real‐life environments
Opening new business opportunities
•

Benefits to companies
– Cost efficient access to end user data/experience
– Earlier product change/modification will be cheaper for the company
– Tie customers and users to a company and its activities

•

Benefits to users
– Possibility to influence
– Solve problems of everyday life, which is otherwise unsolvable
– More functionable product or new user driven products

•

Benefits to developers
– Supports core activities, brings resources and possibilities

•

Benefits public financiers
– Support objectives of financiers

Leminen, S. (2015). Living Labs as
Open Innovation NetworksNetworks, Roles and Innovation
Outcomes. Aalto University.
Helsinki, Finland. Doctoral
dissertation.
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Leminen, S. (2015). Q&A. What Are
Living Labs? Technology Innovation
Management Review, Vol. 5, No. 9,
pp. 32-38.

Interim Evaluation of Science with and for Society and
Responsible Research and Innovation in Horizon 2020 –
Kick-off Meeting
Terms of Reference
26/10/2016

Philippe GALIAY & Linden FARRER
European Commission
DG RTD B7.002
'Mainstreaming RRI in
Horizon 2020 and ERA'
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Horizon 2020 – Big picture
The EU's research and innovation framework programme for
the period 2014-2020.
Aims to strengthen Europe’s competitiveness and to stimulate
investment for the purpose of job creation and growth.
It should ensure Europe produces world-class science, removes
barriers to innovation and makes it easier for the public and
private sectors to work together in delivering innovation.

Science with and for Society (1)
Part of H2020 (0.462 b euros over 7 years)
Aim:
to build effective cooperation between science and
society,
to recruit new talent for science and
to pair scientific excellence with social awareness
and responsibility.
KPI: Number of institutional change actions
promoted by the programme towards Responsible
Research and Innovation

Science with and for Society (2)
Eight lines – science careers, gender, public
engagement, science education, open access/open
data, governance for the advancement of
responsible research and innovation, due and
proportional precautions, and improve the
knowledge on science communication.
53 currently funded projects, 44 of which are
managed by the Research Executive Agency (REA).

Responsible Research and Innovation

RRI: a 'cross-cutting action' in
HORIZON 2020
Three main priorities
(Part I) Excellent science,

EUR 24441 million

(Part II) Industrial leadership, EUR 17015 million
(Part III) Societal challenges, EUR 29679 million
Part IV: Science with and for Society

EUR 462,2 million

Responsible Research and Innovation
Aim: To encourage societal actors to work together
during the whole research and innovation
process to better align R&I and its outcomes with
the values, needs and expectations of society
Cross-Cutting Issue: "Linkages and interfaces
shall be implemented across and within the
priorities of Horizon 2020"
KPI: Percentage of projects where citizens, Civil
Society Organisations (CSOs) and other societal
actors contribute to the co-creation of scientific
agendas and scientific contents

RRI across Horizon 2020

Gender Equality
Engagement

Science
Education

Ethics
Open
Access
36

THE FIVE EC BETTER REGULATION GUIDELINE EVALUATION CRITERIA

1. Relevance / Contribution to EU policies
Whether or not the original objectives of the intervention are still
relevant and how well they match current needs and challenges.

2. Effectiveness
The progress made towards the objectives and the role of the
specific actions in delivering the observed changes.

3. Efficiency
The relationship between the resources/inputs and the changes
generated by the intervention.

4. Coherence
The extent to which actions are consistent, complementary or
overlapping, both internally and externally.

5. EU added value of the intervention
The results that are additional to those that could be expected
from those that are carried out at regional/national levels.

Thank You!

Additional information on OS

Based on Open Science definitions (Neylon
and Wu, 2009; Gezelter, 2009; Fecher and
Friesike, 2013; Bueno de la Fuente, 2014)
proposing that OS means, at least:
• “Fair open access to scientific peer
reviewed publications”,
• “open access to data and metadata”,
• “Open Sources” and
• “Open Notebooks”.

four major goals:
1. Public accessibility and full transparency of
scientific communication;
2. Public availability and reusability of scientific data;
3. Transparency in experimental methodology,
observation, and collection of data;
4. Complete scientific collaboration.
the boundaries of Open Science:
5. Strengthen dialogue between science and society;
6. Linking scientists to science policy making;
7. Developing proper e‐infrastructures, digital tools and services for
OS;
8. Changing legal tools and policy requirements for open science.

the necessary steps to build the new structure of OS on solid
foundation and values by:
9. Preparing skilled people for openness;
10. Demanding a responsible conduct to researchers,
intrinsic to the values of research and the trust it
engenders: Research Integrity.
In order to achieve all these objectives, proper
initiatives have to be taken after answering two
key questions: what barriers have to be removed to
gaining widespread support for OS and how can our
R&I system be designed or modified to make these
goals the natural state of affairs for scientists?

Open access | H2020
1. Open access to scientific publications resulting from publicly funded
research under Horizon 2020 shall be ensured. It shall be implemented in
accordance with Regulation (EU) No 1290/2013.
2. Open access to research data resulting from
publicly funded research under Horizon 2020 shall
be promoted. It shall be implemented in accordance
with Regulation (EU) No 1290/2013.

OECD, 2007:
Openness means access on equal terms for the international
research community at the lowest possible cost,
preferably at no more than the marginal cost of
dissemination. Open access to research data from
public funding should be easy, timely, user‐friendly and
preferably Internet‐based.
The Amsterdam Call for Action on Open Science (European Council,
2016) advocates for “full open access for all scientific
publications”, and endorses an environment where “data
sharing and stewardship is the default approach for all
publicly funded research”.

Horizon 2020 regulations include a
specific objective:
“Science with and for society,” which aims to build
effective cooperation between science and society,
in order to recruit new talent for science and to
pair scientific excellence with social
awareness and responsibility. (Science with and
for Society Advisory Group, 2016)

Open Innovation 2.0
the central role that users play in both value
creation (as in distributed innovation or
crowdsourcing, e.g., Afuah & Tucci, 2012) and as
the target of innovation in and of itself (“usercentric”). Open Innovation 2.0 also includes a wellfunctioning “ecosystem” or business ecosystem,
where stakeholders or members of the
ecosystem collaborate “along and across
industry and sector-specific value chains to
co-create solutions to socio-economic and
business challenges” (European Commission,
2016: 13, see Figure 2).

innovation in transition
Drivers: technology is nowadays only one of the
many drivers of innovation. Significant value and
growth comes also from other drivers inside and
outside the focal organization, including business
model innovation, design-driven innovation or
user-driven innovation. Of course, technology is
still relevant, but it is widespread globally and
increasingly accessible, whereas entrepreneurial
vision, empathy with customers and leadership
are key to capture the potential of complex
technologies.

• Processes: innovation nowadays happen at unprecedented
speed, which makes planning attempts often useless; a base
plan coupled with the capability to adapt and adjust is more
valuable than depth and detail in analysis.
• Bottom‐up: the difficulty of planning for innovation, coupled
with a granularity of investments (especially when it comes to
digital innovation), which enables experimentation with few
resources, is turning innovation upside‐down: most often
breakthroughs are envisioned by pockets of creative
individuals (often unaligned within their organization) rather
than by top executives, especially in an open society, where
access to external cooperation is increasingly viable.
• Iterative: innovation, especially non‐technological
innovation, does not always descend sequentially from
science. It occurs through circular processes in which creativity,
testing, and scientific analysis have mutual interplays.

Tucci et al. (2016) identifies four
questions for future research in OI
(1) Which boundary conditions underlie OI, or
“when is more not better?”
(2) How can “not invented here” be transformed
into “proudly developed elsewhere?”
(3) What is the best way to motivate and organize
crowds of users?
(4) How can network forms of OI
collaboration, such as communities, ecosystems,
and platforms be better understood and organized?

• Research, Innovation and Science
Policy Experts (RISE)
• Europe’s future: Open Innovation,
Open Science, Open to the World
• 'Europe’s future: Open Innovation,
Open Science, Open to the World' on
15 May 2017.

Examples

www.laurea.fi

Bottom up and top down approach

UAS and its students
as a driving force

Digital Wellbeing Sprint
Digital University.FI -alusta

Digital Wellbeing Sprintin digitaalinen käyttöalusta
• Ennakkotehtävien palautus
• Sprintiin liittyvän informaation jakaminen
• Tiimityö

Digital Wellbeing Sprint
Determining and designing value

Master’s Thesis by Ann Padley, Degree Programme in Service Innovation and Design (MBA)

Research objectives:
• Understand students’ expectations and •
perception of value

Contribute these insights to the
development of the Sprint

Jobs to be done - students hire education to make progress towards a goal
1. Learn from others
2. Collect experiences
3. Take the next step
How can we take this into consideration when planning future
Sprints?
1. Use mentorship and feedback to help students advance their learning
for the next “learning iteration”
2. Design a series of experiences that support iterative learning
3. Support students in identifying gaps in knowledge or skills, and help
students stand out to future employers/funders

Digital Wellbeing Sprint
Ohjelma 11.8.-18.8.

AGENDA

DATE

Introduction

Fri

Map and understand the service
landscape and the customers’ world
Forecast possible futures and ideate
new service concepts

11th Aug

Mon
14th Aug

Tues
15th Aug

Model and evaluate the concept and the Wed
potential impact from customers’ point 16th Aug
of view

Thu

Conceptualize the new service concept
and influence the future

17th Aug

Final presentations

18th Aug

Fri

TALKS AND LECTURES
Sitra: Health care and wellbeing trends
Aape Pohjavirta: TITLE TBC
Laurea: Intro to Service Design / Metropolia: Trends in health
tech
Kirsti Kuusterä (Muistiliitto): Life with memory disorders
Carita Savin: From Professional Summer School to prize-winning
start-up
Laurea: Understanding the customers’ world
Laurea: Intro to ideation
Facilitated ideation session
Metropolia: Rapid prototyping
Prototyping workshops
Haaga-Helia: Value Proposition Design
VPD and finalising presentations
Final presentations

Innovation Camp in Sofia

6/20/2017

Sofia Camp result
An example how to Create conditions for citizens, firms, civil servants
and researchers to define common challenges, co‐create and
experiment solutions and create a bottom up policy agenda as a legacy
for the next presidency.

Challenge
Create conditions for citizens, firms, civil servants and researchers to define common challenges, co‐create
and experiment solutions and create a bottom up policy agenda as a legacy for the next presidency.

"How to Co‐create and experiment citizen driven Agendas for local, national
and EU levels. Accumulated legacy from the Bulgarian EU Presidency
onwards."

Warming up

Co‐creation online and offline ‐ Questions
with comments

• Why do we need platforms in the age of clouds?
• Human skills are futile – we need AI
• Who is we?
• Create skills or create attitudes?

• Offline activities that lead to online engagement
• Create European opportunities not opportunities for American
companies
• We are the prisoners of the past, how can we escape
• What is the value proposition
• ‐how to add value to peoples lives

• What binds us as neighbours?

• ‐how am I better off, why?

• What will we do with the ideas and opinions?

• Citizens get their problems solved

• Who owns the ideas/platforms?

• Citizens get feeling that their voices are heard

• Solve big problems first or small ones?

• Make peoples lives simpler/better

• Why do we want to involve everybody
• Where is the future going?

• EC, City: Get feedback from people. Appear to be transparent
• Work through collaborating cities, work with EU precedencies
• Empower people to solve their own problems themselves

Ideas and questions
• TRUST
• Show good results in practice
• ”nobody is listening”
• ”we won’t have influence”

• Provide voice to the people
• Listen to the people

• Show that the contributions are meaningful! Tell
what you did with them. Recognise & honour
the person. Immediate feedback

• Track

• Rewards, incentives
• Mobilise the middle influencers – honour the
laggards
• Language of ordinary people, make it
interesting, keep it simple, too many platforms

‐challenges & keywords
‐people: challenge and solution
initiators

How to implement a 4Helix co‐
creation process during EU
Presidencey

Previous Autumn:
Plan of Action
Core Group coordinating
Communication Plan
Offline session 1
EXIT

January: Events (3 rural +3 urban events) x 56 (per event) =336
people
Use communication plan to attract different type of people, even
nonusers
2 weeks: concluding and refining message for online, tag challenges,
keywords and people

February: Public possibility to contribute: 4Helix based
Define the
challenge/opportunity communication plan: e.g. civil servants (Cluj model), politicians,
scientists (ideas for research agendas), companies (business
opportunities, 3rd sector organisations
Curate online content
Feb-March: Solution co-creation sessions (f2f, webinars, joint
writing..) with experts, scientists, decision makers, enablers,
citizens, 3rd sector organisations etc. 2 days + 4days
Publish for online for
consultation
Innovative Funding and Business Models

EXIT

Offline/online
session 2. co‐create
solutions

Experiment

Non-profit
profit
Public
distributing
Launching capital
-local
net
-national
/ guarantee
-EU
Adventure loans
Charity for a prise
financing
Foundation

Profit possibilities

Self-sustain, no

Adventure loans
Entrepreneurial risk

Crutch safety

Micro-financing

Buffer

Micro-

Micro-financing

EXIT

June: Finalise the legacy to other EU presidencies based on 6months
continuous process. Dynamic Living text with emerging insights. Accessible
language and layout & visual online version. Sexy. Compelling. Cool.

Final legacy

Both to: Politicians, businesspeople, technocrats, ordinary citizens

EU
P
R
O
C
E
S
S

Experience Finland

THE EUROPEAN NETWORK OF
LIVING LABS - THE FIRST STEP
TOWARDS A NEW INNOVATION
SYSTEM!

Together we are stronger!
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Together with an eagle eye
and a deeper understanding!
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The year is 2030 ‐ The Lab
“Open Science has become a reality and is offering a whole
range of new, unlimited opportunities for research and
discovery worldwide. Scientists, citizens, publishers,
research institutions, public and private research funders,
students and education professionals as well as companies
from around the globe are sharing an open, virtual
environment, called The Lab.”

WE ARE WITH THE
EC’S 3OS STRATEGY

LIVING LABS,
EXPLAINED
Living Labs are open
innovation ecosystems
based on co-creation
approach that integrates
challenges with research
and innovation activities in
communities, placing
citizens at the centre of
innovation.

WHAT LIVING LABS HAVE IN
COMMON?

LIVING LABS
A THREE LAYER MODEL

DEFINITION

MACRO

MESO

MICRO

Living Lab constellation consisting of
organised stakeholders (PPP-Partnership)

Living Lab innovation projects
using Living Lab methodologies

Individual Living Lab research steps
and activities linked to the
stakeholders’ assets and capabilities

RESARCH PARADIGM

Open Innovation:
Knowledge transfers between
organizations

Open & User Innovation:
Real life experimentation,
active user involvement,
multi-method and multistakeholder

User Innovation:
User involvement &
contribution for
innovation
Source: Dimitri Schuurman

WHAT IS
ENoLL?
The European Network of
Living Labs (ENoLL) is a
global network that
places people at the
centre of product and
service development and
innovation. ENoLL
focuses on facilitating
knowledge co-creation,
joint actions and project
partnerships among its
150 members,
influencing EU policies,
promoting living labs and
enabling their
implementation
worldwide.

ENoLL LIVING LABS AROUND THE WORLD

QUADRUPLE HELIX MODEL
TO CO-CREATE FUTURE
The awarded Living Lab
approach develops, manages
and contributes to local
ecosystems and interdisciplinary teams thus
fostering inclusion within urban
and regional contexts. Multithematic: Culture ,urban
innovation, cultural-heritage,
well-being, ICT, sustainability,
skills development and
inclusion.

STRATEGIC WAY OF
OPERATING

ENoLL:
YOUR BUSINESS INTERMEDIARY
With the expertise and services of 150 Living Labs to:

Validate business ideas

Test and prototype
products/services

Internationalise your
business

From idea processing and customer understanding to
validation and commercialization, from micro to the
most macro level innovation to scale up from one
city/region to another.
If you look for partners with know-how in user/citizen
engagement contact us, we can help you!

HOW LIVING LABS
WORK
People can be involved in all phases of
the innovation process thanks to Living
Lab methods. From idea generation to
building prototypes, from design to
commercialization.
ENoLL Living Labs are in regular contact
with 1,650,000 citizens for
experimentation and testing purposes.
ENoLL Living Labs reach out to around
50 million citizens with their activities
and active presence in local
communities.

LIVING LAB
TESTIMONIES
Thanks to the Living Lab methodologies, we were able to reach our potential customers
through the deployment of electronic billboards at Taipei Songshan Airport. The advertising
campaign not only took a proactive approach but also explored users’ digital experience.

We were thankful to the Living Lab experimentation that an eco-system for new media services
was built in Taipei Songshan Airport. It helped us find pilot users, established the industrial chain
of the digital content industry, and even contributed to the spin-off of ”Bobitag Tech”.

* Feedback supplied by Taiwan Living Lab

ENoLL
AREAS OF WORK
ENoLL Members are active in the following thematic areas:*

ENoLL combines vertical specialization
domains (health, smart cities, creativity,
education) with horizontal and territorial
specializations

* Percentages result from the members active in a
specific field divided by the total number of living lab
members (150)

ENoLL MEMBERS
WHO ARE THEY?

KEY BENEFITS OF
LIVING LABBING
For cities and public bodies

Increased customer knowledge

Better value model design

Market creation

More desired product/service
development environemnt
Increased customer satisfaction

Knowledge and job
generation

KEY BENEFITS OF
LIVING LABBING
For companies

Improved impact of products/services

Increased knowledge of customers

Better business model design

Increased customer satisfaction

Business realism

Increased customer understanding

KEY BENEFITS OF
LIVING LABBING
Recently, the ENoLL member iLab.o contracted IDEACONSULT, an independent research organisation to
conduct an impact study on its living lab approach for SMEs. Overall, the results of the study showed that
the majority of companies adapted their products prior to market launch based on insights generated by
Living Lab activities.

KEY BENEFITS OF
LIVING LABBING

INNOVATION
LUMINARY AWARD
ENoLL was awarded
with the 2016
Innovation Luminary
Award for Open
Innovation
Infrastructure Creation
on behalf of ENoLL.
The award honors
innovation leaders and
organisations from
Academia, Civil society,
Private and Public
sectors.

ENoLL VALUE
PROPOSITION

JOINING
ENoLL

ENoLL
MEMBERSHIPS

ADHERENT
MEMBERS

Entry-level members
selected through ENoLL
accreditation process

EFFECTIVE
MEMBERS

Full ENoLL members having
voting rights and a wide
range of benefits

INNOVATION
PARTNERS

Innovation actors working
with/for other Labs as
supporting players

ENoLL MEMBERSHIPS:
WHAT WE PROVIDE

At ENoLL, our mission is “Empower everyone to
innovate”. Following this principle, we have designed a
range of solutions to make innovation easier, more
profitable and closer to user needs. No matter if you are
city, a private company or a partnership: if you need
expertise on open innovation, co-creation and testing of
products/services in real-life scenarios we have the right
solution for you.
Our range of support packages is tailored to your
organisation and its ambitions, making the issues simpler to
understand and easier to engage.
Each package is fully customisable depending on your
needs and requirements.

REACHING HIGH

ENoLL
OUR CONSULTANCY SERVICES

Learning Lab –
Tailored webinars, lessons
with experts, educational
materials and more to help
you launch a sustainable
Living Lab

Innovation ecosystem Support in building and
managing complex,
collaborative multistakeholder partnerships
with academia, government,
industry as well as citizens

Business modelling
– Build or refine your
business model in a
co-creative way thanks
to the expertise of
Living Labs

ENoLL
OUR CONSULTANCY SERVICES

Prototyping and
testing – ENoLL
Living Labs help you
move from concept
idea to an actual
product/service

Internationalisation –
Product/service tests
organised for you by Living
Labs in different countries
to reduce failure risk when
going abroad (transnational
piloting)

Panel management –
ENoLL Living Labs find
you test-users to validate
your products/services,
and they keep them
motivated

OpenLivingLab Days 2017
WHAT: 4 day long summit of the worldwide Living Lab community including
interactive sessions, “learning-by-doing” workshops, discussions, excursions and
off-site visits
AIM: Giving the participants a wider insight about models, theories and
technologies related to Living Labs
WHERE: Krakow, Poland, hosted by Krakow Technology Park
WHEN: 29 August – 1 September

ENoLL MANIFESTO
“THE HELSINKI MANIFESTO (20.11.2006) “We have to move fast, before it is too
late”

“MANIFESTS THAT NEW, CONCRETE
MEASURES ARE NEEDED FOR TURNING
THE LISBON STRATEGY INTO A LIVING
REALITY AND MAKING EUROPE
MORECOMPETITIVE AND INNOVATIVE IN
A HUMAN‐CENTRIC WAY”

POSITIONING PAPERS

ENoLL Manifesto
The User-Driven Open Innovation Platform for the
Future Internet
Open Science Policy platform application

Living Labs as needed instruments for citizen
science actions (2017)
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